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The Prime minister ruined the bells at ØM

The air was thick with rum, song and
tenderness when ØM Motherfuckers did
their version of the opening of Roskilde
Festival 05. The camp Prime Minister
destroyed the bell but is still up for re-
election.

Date:
Friday
01.07.2005

 

 

- Welcome to today’s seminar.

The PM looked out over his audience. He was
wearing a pink dressing gown, green cap, a
howling bullhorn and a voice so coarse his
audience almost could not hear him. Maybe that
was why he gave the bullhorn to the minister of
health. He was an impressive sight among the
pavilions with his kilt, beard and huge gut.

ØM Motherfuckers has become a classic
Roskilde camp, and of course they were present
in 2005. It is located in camping East and is
defined by their grand ceremony one hour
before the official opening of the festival. The
two ministers of the camp, Esben Granrod and
Lasse Mestervom, hold inflaming speeches at
what is claimed to be the real, official opening
of Roskilde. In 2005 minister of health Mestervom chose to focus on the dodgy alliance between camping
West and George W. Bush:

-You remember how they flew fighter jets over the camps the year before last. How they tried to wash us
away last year, and how they are trying to burn us into submission this year, the minister declared with a nod
at the sunny skies.

Luckily camping East had a clever countermove to the West-Bush alliance:

-We have some Norwegian ladies undercover in the West-government, the minister revealed without
elaborating on how exactly the sabotage was performed. But an anonymous member of the audience
whispered to yours truly:

- It has to do with pussy.

Other than that the minister spoke mainly of
health. He was at the forefront of the battle for a
better health as he interrupted his speech with
several ‘health breaks’. These were promptly
used for a massive consumption of Hansen rum
and toasts with ØM and the audience. And the
minister also had advice for improving the health
of all  others:

- If everybody fucks everybody, everybody gets
to fuck, the minister declared. A message
received by cheers by his many subjects.
Finally the PM re-entered the stage. He
grabbed the shaft of a huge bell and swung it
so vigorously that the shaft broke. Rather than
pursuing his bells he played a few notes on a
guitar and had the entire ØM-camp singing.
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guitar and had the entire ØM-camp singing.

Several members of the audience deemed the PM’s performance to be very good.
-He definitely continues next year. Nobody understands him, but he has plenty of support, one ØM-
Motherfucker said.

By Bine Iversen
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